ST CECILIA’S PUBLIC SCHOOL
‘BEST OUT OF WASTE’ INTER CLASS COMPETITION ORGANISED BY ‘ECO CLUB’
FOR CLASSES 4TH TO 12TH
SESSION 2019-20

In the contemporary times of technological advancement and rapid development, humans have reached a stage
where they are contemplating whether in the course of apparent progress they are creating solutions or more
problems for themselves. One of the most important arenas in this context is the problem of waste disposal, its
effects on environment and inevitably on humans. To make children realize the importance of this critical issue
and further stimulate their creative potential to discover progressive solutions in this regard the ‘ECO CLUB’ of St
Cecilia’s Public School, Vikas Puri, New Delhi has organized an inter class “BEST OUT OF WASTE” activity.
Students were instructed to bring scrap and waste material from their homes and converted them into some
usable item of their interest. By doing this they could understand the importance of burden of these waste
material on our environment so that successfully they could contributed their role as ‘ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY CITIZEN’

Students were given sufficient time to create plan by best utilization of waste from their daily life and effectively
organize them into some useful item.
Students could use different ideas to use the waste material in impactful way. The activity was a beautiful blend
of putting children’s problem solving ability at the core, supplementing with the principles of team work,
coordination and best management of available waste material.
The competition was endeavor on part of the eco club of the school to sensitize the students towards the
important issue and ignite the lamp of making them responsible eco friendly students.
ECO CLUB initiative and competition was highly appreciated by Madam Principal. She motivated the students and
teachers to be committed to the cause sincerely.

